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Section D - Template for Bibliography

Additional to the links we will provide, this bibliography will give information on publications that are not available online.
When preparing the bibliography, for each of the publications you mention, please:
Use the following structure: Name, First letter of first Name (if appropriate: Eds.) (Year): Title. Place: Editor. N. of page (if appropriate).
Example: Aleinikoff, T. Alexander/Klusmeyer, D (Eds.) (2001): Citizenship Today. Global Perspectives and Practices. Washington, DC: Brookings Institution Press.
Give a very short explanation of contents (1-2 sentences)
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References

Adesina, K&T. (2008): A Simple Guide to UK immigration. England: Purpose2Destiny

This simple guide book, will tell you about, how to apply,for UK visas, will tell

TK Limited

you how to apply for, work visas, work permit, sector based schemes, what
applications to make,you will also learn,about the,new points based system,
under the new, immigration policies.

Lidstone, A. Rueckert, C (2007): The Study Abroad Handbook. England: Palgrave

The Study Abroad Handbook is a detailed guide for students who want to study in

Macmillan.

another country. With information on the practical, financial and emotional aspects
of the study abroad experience, the book also includes tips and anecdotes from a
diversity of international students.
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The Home Office (2007): Life in the United Kingdon – a journey to Citizenship (2nd

Some chapters included in the Handbook are on topics such as: issues of migration;

Edition). England: TSO

a profile of Britain today, including its nations and regions, religion, customs and
traditions; how Britain is governed; everyday needs, covering topics of housing,
health, education, money, leisure and travel; employment issues; and sources of
help and information, including public libraries and the police service.

Collins, M. Barclay, N. (2006): Living and Working in the UK. England: How To Books Ltd

Living and Working in the UK includes up to date information on immigration rules
and regulations and comprehensive information on the following topics: what
category of visa you need to suit your circumstances; useful facts about the UK
Education System; all you need to know about housing, tax and healthcare; what to
do when you get there; and the practical information you need to live happily in the
UK.

Evans, C. (2011): Studying in the UK: A guide for International Students. England:

This guide offers information and advice for students coming to the UK to study at

Trotman

university. It also includes case studies from other international students and offers
information about undergraduate study, postgraduate study, and life in the UK.

Phillimore, J. (2008): New Migrants in the UK: Education, Training and Employment.

This book explores the education and training needs and aspirations of new

England: Trentham Books Ltd.

migrants, their skills, qualifications and work experiences and how these relate to
education, training and employment opportunities currently on offer in the UK.

Hardgraves, O. (1997): Living and Working in London (Culture Shock!). England: Kuperard

Living and Working in London provides advice and assistance on daily life, language
and customs, with a month-by-month guide to London life, and information on busi
ness, culture, food, festivals and transport.

Houston, E. (2004): Working and Living in England. England: Working and Living

A guide to living and working in England, this title explains education, socio-

Publications

economic, tax and housing systems. It provides details on how to find a job,
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immigration requirements, how the healthcare system works.
Havenhand, B. (2002): Working in London and the UK. England: Global Exchange

If you're planning a working holiday to London and/or the UK, this is your essential
guide. Preparing: A checklist of things to do and to take, and organising work before
you go.The UK Passports and visas, advice, a girl's take, accommodation, settling in,
a lowdown on work, how to find work, volunteering, time off. Job and Recruitment
Agencies Names, addresses, contact numbers.

Chesters, G. (2010): Living and Working in London: A survival handbook. England:

This handbook offers up to date information about day-to-day life in London.

Survival Books

Suitable whether your coming for a trip or to stay indefiniately.

Opalka, L. (2008): Culture Wise England: The Essential Guide to Culture, Customs, and

This book offers information about culture, customs and business etiquette in

Business Etiquette. England: Survival Books

England.
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